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Domino Trains
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Build the longest domino train you can.

What you need
Dominoes

What to do
Game 1:
1. Choose any domino to start. 
2. Then find another domino that matches (equals) with the number on one end. 
3. Keep going until you have used up all the dominoes or there are no possible

matches.

Game 2:
1. Divide up the dominoes equally among all of the players. 
2. Play Game 1 with two or more people by taking turns adding to the 

domino train. 
3. Have the youngest person start. 
4. When no one is able to add a domino to the train the game is over. 
5. The person with the least dominoes left wins.

Game 3:
1. Choose any domino to start. 
2. Build a rectangle that has matching domino ends. 
3. How many ways can this be done?

What to ask
• What is the longest train you made?
• Is it possible to use up all the dominoes in any of the games? 
• Why or why not?

Did you know?
Children need plenty of experiences observing numbers represented in many 
different ways. Children build understanding of numbers by repeated experiences
of counting, by developing strategies that make sense to them and by talking
about their thinking with others. 



What’s next?
• Make a train that has one less dot each time you match the ends. How does this

change the game?
• Find out how to play another domino game. 
• How are dominoes like card games? How are they different?
• Make up your own domino game.

To learn more
Dominoes Around the World 
by Mary Lankford
This kid-friendly history of dominoes from around the world includes countries from
Mexico to Vietnam to France.

How it helps with school
Texas PreKindergarten Curriculum Guidelines
Number and Operations, Patterns, Classification and Data Collection

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) Standards
Numbers, Operations, and Quantitative Reasoning: K.1A-C, K.4; 1.3A-B; 2.3A
Patterns, Relationships, and Algebraic Thinking: K.5, K.6A; 1.4A; 2.6C
Underlying Processes and Mathematical Tools: K.13C-D, K.15; 1.11C-D, 1.13; 
2.12C-D, 2.14

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards
Number and Operations, Algebra, Problem Solving, Communication, Representation
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